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Verse1
They say I work too hard I'm too focused,
I wont stop till Im worldwide noticed,
Everybodys got a passion where they go sick,
Medication is their dedication on some pro tip,
And never listen to another when they tell you hold it,
Because the world doesn't stop for anyone and you
know this,
And I don't care about the Ex's, No kiss,
Kuz its my turn Im on a roll.. slow flip,

The 2012 level Im on another,
They answered incorrectly and Im the only rubber,
& Im about to change the game for all these Mother ,
Yeah I said game but I aint playing with this Mother,

Chorus
I don't care, Nuh huh, I don't care,
Got my hands in the air and Im screaming out YEAH!!!!
I don't care 2012 is my year!
I don't care 2012 is my year!
X2

Verse2
If I wanna party on a MADD ting
Haters jealous kuz Im looking like a champion,
So theyre still saying look what the cat dragged in,
But the gyal are like, "shut up ya cant match him'
Produced this, added a bad man synth,
Kuz Im different, On the beat it's a black bag ting,
,"MURDERERRR"
Like a perm Im straight don't care Im relaxing,

Yeah I did it, Ye, Ye,I did it,
I created my own style now all the haters wanna fidget,
Getting All these girlies digits,
Im like popye with the spinnage,
Call me infinity kuz I have no
MOTHER ____ LIMIT

[Chorus]
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Bridge

Yeah

Exhale

Its my year!!!

So, to all you keyboard warriors, people who have
nothing good to say

I don't hate you, infact, thank you, it makes me better,

All you who think I wont make it, I will prove you wrong,

The time is nearer than you think,

Put your hands up if you think its your year!

I know its mine, its time,

I got the key,

Its my game now!!

MUUHAHAHAHHAAHAHH

[Chorus]
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